
    
 

Intervention Resources - Elementary 

Espanola Public Schools offers coordinated support to students through Title I, Title III, IDEA, Bilingual Education 

Services, 21st Century Community Learning Centers.   

EPS utilizes data to guide instruction and the need for providing a structured Multi-Layered Systems of Supports (MLSS)  

model to meet students' needs.   Interventions can be provided as part of classroom level tiered intervention, pull out 

service intervention, after school or summer school tutoring services.    

 

Wonders Core (K-6) & 

Intervention  

Wonders, a comprehensive K-6 ELA/ELD program, is designed to meet the challenges of 

today’s classroom and reach all learners. A wealth of research-based print and digital 

resources provide unmatched support for building strong literacy foundations, accessing 

complex texts, engaging in collaborative conversations, and writing to sources. 

WonderWorks (K-6) K-6 Intervention 

WonderWorks is a flexible literacy intervention program, grounded in research, that 

provides scaffolded support designed to accelerate students back to grade 

level. WonderWorks complements any English Language Arts curriculum 

Wonders ELD K-6 English Language Development 

Wonders for English Learners’ instruction builds proficiency in speaking, listening, 

reading, and writing with scaffolded support for all language proficiency levels. Wonders 

for English Learners complements any English Language Arts curriculum. 

Envisions Math K-5 Envisions math has a built-in intervention component called Math Diagnosis and 

Intervention System (MDIS); this includes intervention lessons, guided instruction, and 

diagnostic tests. Students will take the diagnostic test which will then allow the teacher to 

pull from the targeted intervention lesson. The program contains a build-in differentiated 

Instruction divided into 3 categories ongoing, strategic, and intensive interventions. 

Within these interventions a language component in build in for ELL as well as struggling 

readers with math vocabulary and reading. Each lesson is connected to a leveled project-

based assignment allowing students to demonstrate their understanding at their individual 

level.  

Istation Reading / Math From intervention to enrichment, Istation gives students the instruction they need when 

they need it. 

● Purposeful instruction identifies needs and adjusts to each student's abilities. 

● Layered scaffolding offers differentiation and supports increasing complexity. 

● Interactive lessons digitally present content with engaging animation. 

● Explicit and direct instruction connects lessons and activities to help increase 

understanding and engagement. 
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● Responsive reteaching supports student-centered classrooms to ensure students 

master concepts before progressing. 

● Track student ability and skill development within subtests. 

● Automatic screening and progress monitoring in 30 minutes every month save 

time while providing the frequency for effective data integrity.  

● On-demand assessments offer more frequent progress monitoring to support 

aggressive intervention  

iLit ELL (Reading) iLit accelerates English language development through a brilliant mix of strategic 

scaffolding, interactive content, visual aids, academic vocabulary support, survival 

vocabulary for newcomers, and home language help. 

Rosetta Stone 

 

 

Rosetta Stone is an effective educational instructional program used for English Language 

Acquisition.  EL Student are assigned individual accounts to build English Language 

Proficiency and supported by ELD teachers. 

Edgenuity MyPath (Math 

and Reading)  

6th grade only 

MyPath is an online learning intervention program for middle and high school students 

that offers data-driven differentiated instruction in Math and Reading. Students are given 

content to match their independent learning levels.  

Title 1 Interventions Demonstrated knowledge of best instructional practices and research-based intervention 

practices delivered in a Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS)to  provide “real-time” 

push-in and pull-out research-based interventions in the core curricular areas to students 

that are currently below grade level based analysis of Istation, DIBELS, and other 

assessment instruments 

PAX Behavior Supports  PAX teaches students self-regulation, self-control, and self-management in the context of 

collaborating with others for peace, productivity, health and happiness. PAX is not a 

classroom management program, but it makes managing classrooms a breeze. PAX GBG 

is the combined science from PeaceBuilders, Good Behavior Game & other studies. 

The Game teaches students to “flip on” their internal focus switch, required for any 

learning. It teaches students how to work toward valued goals, and teaches them how to 

cooperate with each other to reach those goals. Students learn how to self-regulate during 

both learning and fun. Students learn how to delay gratification for a bigger goal. And, the 

Game protects students against lifetime mental, emotional, behavioral, and related 

physical illnesses for their futures. PAX GBG also significantly improves multiple 

measures of academic success such as reading test scores, high-school graduation and 

university entry. 

AVID (Advancement Via 

Individual Determination) 

AVID is a college and career prep program coordinated by the EPS district. At our school 

it is offered as an elective, and the program also provides professional development to 

teachers. Several teachers utilize AVID strategies with students in academic classes.  

AVID schools include Alcalde, Eutimio T. Salazar, Hernandez and James H. Rodriguez 

21st Century After School 

Program 

21st Century provides students with after school tutoring support for academics.  There are 

also projects and activities for students.  Hot meals are also provided to students.  

 


